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Business Organizations for Paralegals thoroughly covers all the various types of business

organizations, providing a solid and up-to-the minute understanding of each entity. There is more

in-depth treatment of Limited Liability Partnerships and Limited Liability Companies than in any

other text, and an entire chapter is devoted to securities regulation. Designed for the paralegal

student, Business Organizations for Paralegals relies on a clear and direct presentation, and each

chapter includes features--both conventional and Internet-based--that help students prepare for

real-life paralegal work. The massively revised Sixth Edition features new and updated charts

demonstrating key principles of business organizations. The content reflects major developments

such as the new social enterprises that combine profit-making with social good; the Dodd-Frank

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010; new trends in corporate governance; and

the impact of new algorithmic or high-frequency trading of stocks as well as the part it may have

played in the Wall Street ""flash crash"" of 2010. Proposed revisions to securities regulations that

would make raising capital easier for smaller companies (e.g. crowdfunding) is covered as well as

the trend toward ""reverse mergers"" to avoid regulatory oversight. Other new topics include the

continuing effect of the 2008 financial crisis, new constituency statutes, and new DB(k) retirement

plans.Features: thorough and up-to-date treatment of all types of business organizations the nature

of the entityformation and dissolutiontax consequencesclear presentation designed for the paralegal

student a section explaining the tasks performed by paralegalsa guide to both conventional and

Internet resources forms, discussion questions, and summary of key featuresuseful exhibits, charts,

and key terms more in-depth treatment of Limited Liability Partnerships and Limited Liability

Companies than other textsan entire chapter devoted to securities regulation sample forms

integrated throughout the textWeb resources Practice Tips in each chapterInternet questions,

requiring students to access websites they will use on the jobThoroughly updated, the revised Sixth

Edition features: new social enterprises that combine profit-making with social good the financial

crisis of 2008 and its continuing effectsDodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection

Act of 2010 new trends in corporate governancethe SEC's notice and access rules e-proxy

provisionselecting directors by majority rather than plurality vote new algorithmic or high-frequency

trading of stocks and the part it may have played in the Wall Street ""flash crash"" of 2010 proposed

revision to securities regulations to make raising capital easier for smaller companies, e.g.

crowdfunding the trend toward ""reverse mergers"" to avoid regulatory oversight constituency

statutes that require directors to consider more than pure profit new DB(k) retirement plans
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The price was a great savings for the quantity of books I had to purchase for classes! I could look it

up with the isbn #. Thank You!

I'm using this as a community college textbook - was required by the instructor. It is WELL worth the

$$.

Using it this semester, I am doing well with it. Thanks Anne.

The rental textbooks from  is extremely easy to use.

I Did not order this!! Why would  order this on my behalf just because I viewed it. No confirmation for

order was ever presented. What a scam. I will use Google for now on.

Needed for a course - the book holds a lot of information for a class at this level. Would use seller

again.

I had to buy this for s class, but it's just ok. The explanations of concepts are clear, but the

progression of topics seems a little disjointed and a lot of definitions and topics seem to repeat in

chapter after chapter.
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